
Anyone WILL DO Anything If motivations are struck hard enough Money solves fear 

 

THE REST OF THIS IS CUT AND PASTED AND IN NO PARTICULAR ORDER 

 

I’m doing this to save the world Somewhere in here Is a plan for A new equal society 

 

I’m calling on the whole world to give peace a chance. I’m also offering my point of 

view on religions and a new and improved government scenario, and how best to enjoy 

and control them from danger. For the consideration of those who want a good future  

 

I consider myself a standard regular American But I have woken up from the matrixized 

trance that I know we are all under YOU only know once you’re awoken to it Like when 

you pick your Rep or Dem sides MOST stick too You heard something that sounds good 

to fix the things you believe in WELL Once you now the truth about what America really 

is supposed to be BUT really isn’t You’ll finally see how duped we really were And 

when we lost the best thing about America It’s freedom America doesn’t exist as you 

know it It’s all a let them have freedoms for a little longer and then America the 

commodity will be divided By the east NOT IN NAME But in the money/tyranny that 

controls everyone else Including the middle east Not that there’s anything wrong with it 

Wouldn’t it be nice to know that The Army/country didn’t kill all those Native Indians 

Like here with Our Natives and Those atrocities that happened just a few years back in 

Canada  BUT it was the agents for the money and the new world order That is the 

cleanser of people off the face of the earth They were Hitler They Were Mao They were 

Stalin Their MONEY to come from What these people had THEY took everything and 

killed them all off It wasn’t You were only proud to kill an Indian when you had to 

justify it as doing your duty Our America didn’t slaughter and steel Bush’s n W o did! 

 

Same with the slaves The secret big families did all that they are from the same stock that 

you’re always made to think are two choices SURE you got a black man as president 

BUT did you notice how he just made us all slaves to bankers The soft lifestyle is just 

about over A complete change to society has come and NOW we have lost our being I’ve 

always been friends with all kinds of races and let me tell you the black race has limited 

itself Obama was breed Just like a slave to achieve are order He was a speaking face And 

The Masters ran him the whole time NOW I don’t vote for republicans either cause I 

know that they are all in on this and all bad for America But why do you always have to 

vote democrat They ARE THE MAN AND LYING TO YOU And don’t vote COLOR 

The republicans are happy making money anywhere The democrats make theirs off YOU, 

the ones they represent.  

 

Military leaders, isn’t it a fantasy to go against evil and save the day, would you love to 

have an experience where as you were the general of the last army and nation and then 

instead of naming yourself king like Julius You could give a free nation back to the 

people like Washington did, even though Our Masters wanted him to become a new 

Caesar, wouldn’t it be awesome to set up a perfect world, and give it to all the people. 

 

I love every single one of you: There’s no reason why we can’t all be like this, 



 

The majestic had it right telling off the overbearing gov’t like that, WE ALL AGREED to 

protect our society by way of the constitution, but now we’re just sold out; so we’ve had 

to play stupid gov’t, stupid attorneys, and stupid ‘bosses’, so you’d feel like the winning 

person, as you dream a little more in a lie, a made up person unachievable and the only 

true thing I want is the valor in battle. But see this is where they have you now in a 

matrix, especially in the news, if you only knew. How under a planned spell by our 

masters you really are .  

 

I understand more and more, can’t we all just get along, it starts with acceptance, that 

maybe you’re the one causing all the problems, others deserve peace, but they don’t have 

it when they are being told what God to believe in, We all Know and We are praying to 

the same God right, even if you don’t acknowledge a god, it’s because  your 

misunderstanding him all around you, fell to believe he was only in a church or religion, 

It’s Love for the Good Side, When you comnect to and do your right by, anything really, 

that you’ll feel how good the feelings are for doing right by Yourself, that’s you soul, 

that’s the literally god inside of you connected to everything with god in it, everything is 

god, He’s the God of Doing Right, He has His enemy’s as well, The Dark Side, Literally 

Jiminy Cricket vs. Satan’s Angel’s. I think good and evil can co-exist here, Either side 

should have the same right’s by their religion, I have Family, NASCAR, Movies, bbq’s, 

music and porn as a few of my individual religions, freedom to get excited about 

whatever.  

 

Let’s say we’re all issued 1000 religious points Or carbon credit types  we can help by 

dropping in one of all of their boxes, Imagine religions as just someone else’s view or 

belief. A religion therefore comes with the same options that could be afforded to a 

different activity where I meet those close to me at a bike rally, Ex: if I’m a Christian, 

I’m going to put 10% of my religious points into the churches In the zones that could be 

segregated for different congregations Why not separate those who want to be I know 

that I have nothing against Muslims But I don’t want to hear that type of prayer Mine is 

personal and 10% for golf 10% for a cool car 10% for the clubs where me and my friends 

hang out 20% for my meager house With 50% going for travel and learning 

 

 

Psychologist have it all backwards, to become balanced, it’s more important to bring the 

‘up’ times down to the middle, even if you have to search for reasons to do so, if you live 

in the ‘down’ moments --------I’ll get back to finishing that thought 

 

OH and by the way drugs are not from the evil side They are very useful to find other 

typical ‘ideas’ us beings may have about our selves Use to find them Then get off them 

as soon as you can They are not for daily living In our new society They should be free in 

regions of cities And used for ‘whatever’ But to advance in work grades You must show 

responsibility And that comes from honest living Drugs make you steal cheat lie m’kay 

 

 



The one truth in the Bible that will save us all is “money is the root of all evil”, without 

money everyone only needs to strive for responsibility and we shall all live in peace. 

 

Everything is Everybody’s, and we (can’t remember this thought) each individually want, 

the can make sure and get it for us. If I’ve been working for 20 years then you can 

advance to any house that you want, there will always be opening and opportunities, You 

shouldn’t ever have a lineage think they are better than anyone else’s, Money doesn’t 

make you better, it ensures that the more corrupt will win over time, I’ve tried a lot to win, 

and had to ‘adjust’ the rules for myself, you have to cheat to win and that’s where we are, 

you are not better then us because your family has money, In the new world we will all 

be equal and since you’ve bankrupted us, there’s no need to use your money, or credit..  

 

So now you all know what they know (actually more so) so there’s no need for secret 

societies,  

 

It’s easier to believe someone When they think they’re telling the truth So when your city 

officials tell you that fluoride is GOOD in your water It’s just cause they believed A LIE 

 

We may justify letting members of religion’s to perform advisory positions to our 

counsel, but the power should remain In the power of the working people and retired 

elders. After all, in America we’ve gotten really familiar to the fact that our families are 

free and we have an ELECTED GOVERNING But religions are kept far from the Order 

of appropriate beings  

 

I’ve had my hands on experiences with capitalism, by entrepreneurship, and let me tell 

you it was tough, the biggest problem is that eventually everything will be owned by one 

giant corp and you’ll have the owners and all the rest of us. Since they own everything 

we are the slaves to the kings, it wont be easy on us either, these kings may try hostel 

takeovers and we’ll have to go fight. Our new world order that has a chance of being 

established, has to be a free times, free access to governing bodies, ran by technocrats, 

under a board of parents, and no money, no trading, it’s all of our and we distribute to 

help our mankind. We all go to work, we should only have to work about 3-4 hours a day, 

and everyone that works get’s more hi up of the allotted items, like bigger houses and 

fancier cars.  If you don’t want to work, you are a citizen of the Corporation-Republic  

and not a worker in it and you’ll be fed, houses, allowed many entertainments and 

opportunities to become a worker in the Corporation-Republic. The drug users can move 

into established cities, where everyone uses drugs, a perfect society if they want to live 

there life out hi. But they don’t participate, they only get taken care of. ALL Guns with 

permit of course and there will be no need to rob or become violent cause everything is 

free to use and we’ll keep them tied to the comp and cable our best of mind numbing 

favorite cartoons, family men, what more could you want? 

 

And I tried to make it, I  stared a few companies and tried hard with a family in tow. 

 

Even they’re main man, Weishaupt, founding member of the Illuminati, called for 

absolute equality. 



 

Where would the class struggle be if we we’re all on top or all on the bottom, I think if 

we were all class free we could all be at the top, why does there have to be a loser, 

 

I think the environmentalist can save our planet from ourselves, I’m not talking about the 

lies for or against global warming, I’m talking about that ‘obviously’ there are ways to 

make sure we have a long existence here, if we we’re on each others side on this one we 

could have saved a fortune and had a better earth, but they kept us divided on that too 

didn’t they, EvErY Body cares for the environment, lets set up a new environmental 

study, under a corporation owned by all of it’s members, The United Cites of the World. 

accepting help from all the technocrats and teachers,  

 

no more firing on people to take there stuff,  

 

You new world people are right as well, I love this earth as much as the rest of you, cause 

I’ve enjoyed it, Here officially we stand to protect our mother earth and make it last, but 

the established technocrats are steering us in confusing directions, they want it for good 

but to many times it’s used to take over power, There has to be some compromise, I 

know leaving smaller footprints makes for a better world, and I don’t lie polluting either, 

again money can’t get involved, let’s fix it together, for free. 

 

Really think how better off we were if we didn’t use money. Let’s say we use the one of 

the best ones thru history as a __________ that was first here in 

 

In this document I will go over how the free new world order should be set up. No money, 

it will work, it can all be planned, you think or some ways.. 

 

I can make it so there aren’t any criminals and there fore not so many people in jail. You 

wouldn’t need to be afraid and there will be virtually no murder, a sad thing that happens 

in one’s life.  

 

No more ‘just for states’, cities will be more empowered, once we are in a new and 

improved new world order, free of elitist. And to all the free people the power.  

 

I have a plan Free World, As Jesus threw over the tables of the business men, we must 

now turn their tables over and not use their money any more, If you truly think about it, 

it’s awesome and workable, needless to say, this can be the only way to rule efficiently  

and not have a police country either, let’s cut that shit out, we know who to round up too, 

cfr govt-not that they’re in trouble, that may be one of the good guys, but we’ll all figure 

that out, I think this is what the aliens would want a safe world too, A responsible world, 

Technocrats we will need you now more then ever to make up advisory boards. Of our 

one  business owned by everyone in the world and everything is free, responsibility is the 

goal, and if you fuck up you’re a dick and we put you away. 

 

from those within who wish to sell it. We shall never need bought off politicians again, 

people will always be in place to ‘go over all detailing of how the world now works, 



WITHOUT money, it should go over very well.  as told by our forefathers, to protect us 

from a govt take over, lets say like when our constitution gets ripped right in front of us, 

we should always remember what The Masters money will do to a society,  

 

This is by big secret to how I’m cool with other religions, First I didn’t make mine more 

important then yours, Like baseball, if you like it great, but I like other things, so what! 

 

Ha I’m watching FG with the ‘logansrun’ skit, at the same time I’m describing life and 

death in the n W o , now that is exactly how my god talks to me, the more I see and 

acknowledge it, the more it happens. Other examples come from meeting people and 

listening to music, God does talk to us. Did you ever notice that the word god doesn’t 

automatically get capitalized or shown underlined in red when it’s not, This is the n W 

o’s idea of god, god isn’t important, they’re in it for the religion to use to later stomp all 

religions. I do not want one religion to rule the world even it isn’t allowed to have one, 

I’m suggesting a new way to look at religion or wants or desires or practices or 

followings or idea movements; to become all incorporating into these are your religions.. 

Like bowling is my religion as meeting someone who it friends  

 

And now we bowl so collectively we should be able to get together and bowl, for free at 

the same hours that you meet at your other churches to do you other religious practices, 

I’m comnecting to God while I’m bowling too, especially when there are other to share 

my ‘faith in finding a comnection to a good energy (GOD)’ with.  

 

Just as our ‘puppet’ government did to the Indians, they are doing to a second homeland, 

over time they have ripped up our constitution, conspiracy or not but they did have their 

plan for most of it, maybe 99% was lucky, the fact is there was an effort for an elitist 

group of people, who are kings, holding EVERYTHING, And we get fucked in jail if we 

don’t comply,  

 

I can make it so there aren’t any criminals and there fore not so many people in jail. You 

wouldn’t need to be afraid and there will be virtually no murder, a sad thing that happens 

in one’s life.  

 

Money corrupt any gov’t, alliances will always be broken, Look how early into our gov’t 

money taking that we kicked the Indians and Mexicans asses and took their shit, I’m 

proposing a new program, under a new wing of the U.N., no country will ever overtake 

another country from now on, if Anyone, EVEN US, invades for no reason 

 

In a leader society Everyone wants to be the leader, everyone. We’re trained from tv and 

movies and we aspire to be the hero, but that’s a hero your never going to live up to, it’s 

better to be the fighter for what you believe then the hero, at least you’ll get off your ass 

and get something done, and as you can see, none of us are leaders of anything, we are 

led by something that are given leadership roles, and they (HA) make the worst leaders.. 

 



There is a way that all the religions could live together is to New society, New America, 

My new religion, teach you children, America now, what’s to come? the new secret 

society, an open one,   

 

Remember when Mr. Christy said, but I warn you, it’s brought me nothing but misery, 

I’m lost in a fog of commerce and compromise, I’d trade it all away, for 15 minutes of 

freedom; yea, freedom is a rare thing in these parts.  

 

As I am the first to Think of it Plan on it Make the sacrifice to it Actually DO IT I just 

now realized OUR age needs The Character Not the Person I AM claiming the position 

cause I am the most humble man on earth I’m so humble I’m cocky about it the unlitist  

 

The trick isn’t to make a one world, one nation order, there’s no need to go that far into 

subjugation. The key is city-nations all linked to a system of needs and provisions to 

share, shipped world wide.  Thru a one world agreement. 

 

I just watched my new favorite family guy We are all capable of everything on this stupid 

show You don’t know how easy it would be If there was no profits off of contributing 

yourself into your community Imagine if you didn’t have to be asked to pay more then 

you could possibly afford And it’s a trusted insurance HAHA company That is supposed 

to take care of you BUT Doesn’t cause of the money Imagine all the doctors we could 

have in a free to all society AND Think of all the new ideas coming from an open patent 

Wow I really got a good feeling crossing John Lennon in there with Imagine What if we 

had our main religion to truly helping everyone It’s not for me really I love creating and 

helping BUT there are those who are in their greatest comnection with God Doing work 

AND you young men out there Don’t dream for it all in corp jobs or dr’s or the like 

You’ll get burnt out and going down will devastate you Been there Take it slow from 

now on Get a tool belt and have the time of your lives Then advance a degree to 

‘something’ then do a Travel the world and do community work And then do you’re 

higher learning and be the best doctor you can be Let age have the privileges from all 

And when they retire at 40 kick them out of work & banish them to a family resort circuit   

Let’s make ww3 a battle against the money and Let’s bring in a true New World Order  

 

Everyone by now, should know that our founding fathers meant well, but as educated as 

they were, they couldn’t make us a constitution that could grow with the times, and the 

cfr has taken advantage of that, they rule America now that the constitution they subdued 

by ‘owning’ everyone, having anything to do with, the state department. It was inflexible 

and they used that against us. I know us rednecks are pissed about that and we say stupid 

things like “stick to the got damn constitution!!”, but there is nothing to stick to now, it’s 

all been gone for 85 years, since 1913, and 1933 and 1960’s-ish and 9-30-11. There is no 

America, there is no constitution, and there is no real news!!!!!!!  They are letting us 

believe so, so we don’t kill all of them and write up a new ‘constitution - freedom 

document’, they have control of us by our own means, the constitution of the past, as 

long as we keep protecting and calling upon it for our nations sovereignty?, the more we 

loose our freedoms it was created to provide, sucks doesn’t it, got damn lawyers, kill 

them all. And basically because our boneheaded politicians put us ‘under’ the U.N. (a 



socialist/fascist/communist ran organization, with ‘paid patsies’ people who run it), we 

are already in a type of society we don’t want to have, against a freedom society where 

we live, all of the others are about the same, and these ‘experiments’ our masters have 

been trying on us is just about complete, and the one they picked is most like the one 

Hitler was practicing during his ‘allowed reign’.  NOW because our founding fathers had 

thought they were clear about keeping our gov’t from becoming to powerful, thru pain of 

our national militias; what they hadn’t planned on was the people at the top carrying it 

out and ‘selling’ it to us as something else. They were afraid of ‘one man’ that would take 

over, but because these were all lower masons they didn’t realize the truth about there are 

‘many people’ who would come together to take our country from us, they didn’t protect 

us from a mass take-over, but there really was no way to do that anyway, and now it’s 

done.  

 

Everything that was an industry, leave it an industry for the people, vote with your 

religion tokens, I’m putting mine for golf and travel, if you don’t like porn, don’t watch it. 

If you like something in a spiritual way, it’s a religion, get that rulers? We’re not just 

looking at “those you gave to us”, I’m religious all right, but I find God in other things, 

when I’m with you I find it in you, it’s fair,…….. it’s safe,  

 

If you aren’t in the most highest of the elites secret societies, you will not live. Elitism is 

like extreme capitalism, they aren’t really needing another million, it’s the power they are 

after, they aren’t really needing us for anything, only a hand full of serfs are needed, they 

won’t be needing to make a billion anymore, when everyone outside the top two tears of 

the pyramid are dead. For those who were too chicken to research conspiracies, there are 

numerous plans for, emails talking about, letters written, main stream news articles, and 

plenty of speeches where our masters want to kill off (around) 90% of us. P.S. You don’t 

know anyone in these upper secret groups, no masons, no skulls, some bones and many 

of our presidents, aren’t even close to the top, and after they made all the money selling 

us off, they too will be subject to extermination, no matter how much money you have in 

their banks, one shot in your head and it’s theirs. True believers of freedom are our only 

hope, get behind us you stupid politicians, and let us try to save you and your stupid 

existence, from the alley which you’ve driven us toward ambush. 

 

Even though the elites have created different societies where people can assume they are 

equal (socialism-communism), they are all virtually the same, in that it is only a carrot 

dangling in front of us, once your in them, they are not equal at all, it becomes the real 

haves and haves not, going the way of a socialist or communist progression is like voting 

your selves to be slaves for the master,  

 

Picture your family now, I have a family; now imagine your not ever in a family, or your 

not allowed to have a family, that’s the plan for us,  

 

If we’re gunna have a no money and a chip in out head to bleep thru stuff, I think 

everything should be available to all, like a free society, the rich can still pass a mansion 

or two to their kin, but the rest of us deserve everything else as long as we work for a 

living, and I think the ‘not able to work’ citizens can be accompanied for in our new 



world, we have plenty of houses and we’ll bring the food to you, Thank you for 

contributing thus far.  Notice how I didn’t use ‘accommodated for’, and it felt good when 

I wrote it. 

 

I think the strongest God energy is from our mother earth, so yea God’s a chick, be 

thankful for that, you can pick up a lot of love characteristics if you love mother earth, 

and she pays up back with energy. Once we live in a new society, where profit isn’t key, 

we shall all experience a beautiful and managed world.  

 

I’ve been addicted to T.V. and I don’t watch it any more because it makes us stupid, I 

love movies, I watch history, science, ng, diy shows, both news stations (got to track the 

real story, them sons a bitches),  local news and cartoons, yes I’m an (as) fan. 

 

I think the environmentalist can save our planet from ourselves, I’m not talking about the 

lies for or against global warming, I’m talking about that ‘obviously’ there are ways to 

make sure we have a long existence here, if we we’re on each others side on this one we 

could have saved a fortune and had a better earth, but they kept us divided on that too 

didn’t they, EvErY Body cares for the environment, lets set up a new environmental 

study, under a corporation owned by all of it’s members, The United Cites of the World. 

accepting help from all the technocrats and teachers,  

 

As an UN Religious man to My Idea of what and how I comnect to the higher power, be 

it in a group or before I sleep, It’s naturally understood that my belief’s are no better then 

yours, and NOT more right then the others, I’ve used the avenues go get God’s 

understanding, and I’m am certain that the avenues leave too many earmarks on your life, 

beliefs are only beliefs, And we know that all the Established Religions have used some 

incorrect ways to find subjects, Like lying stealing a great movement, breaking they’re 

first commandment and made a man God,   when he went home story.,   

 

Like them bible thumping Christians, I can shine in a room, I have the best energy flow, 

let it go, love for everyone attitude, most times hidden,  in a bad ass wearing Freedom 

tattoo’s, And it shows when I’m with my people, no matter the religion we are doing our 

beliefs, so we are doing our religion, Riding bikes is a religion there fore I’ll put so many 

religious points in that box, and there’s no need to vote if you just keep them points in 

them boxes like stock into your best religious practices, with your friends in your life 

long religion to pass to your ids and to the ages. Not one religion to rule them all, but one 

rule to set them free. with the understanding that everything is a religion, And god works 

thru these groups and we become to love each other and we don’t lie anyone derogating  

our beliefs. So attraction, not promotion, Acceptance thru the support they receive by 

their followers. If I feel religious when I’m in my Ferrari then there’s where my points 

are going too, Mine will be all over the board too, let’s keep everything alive anyway, 

each activity can be kept up for the use of all.  from any part of it,(other then the personal 

relationship, of course), the only avenue to get to know god you get to know separately 

on a personal level. All this happened Once my front was broken away and I’ve been 

made a real person, Humiliation leads to good humility, and I have a lot to be humble 

about, Three times as much as should be allotted by a community, I should have learned 



my lessons but All I did was blame and lie to myself, Trying to be a capitalist I’d do 

anything, My morals in business we’re overlooked against my better judgment because 

There were bills to pay and my ids need to eat, we’d all cheat to become on top, no 

matter the justification, just to get by is enough of a reason, maybe where   

 

You can’t plan on ‘out spiritualizing’ anybody, them can all claim the power of God, 

don’t let your selves get out of spiritual control, that is let yourself loose some control 

and join in on our freedom, once your feet have moved, regain control and steady 

yourself to give you the batter chance at non-violent action.  

 

I thought is was odd Afraim would not break bread with Abner, like he only believes in 

the fight, and not the connection to his religion, he can’t, he has no love for it, only ritual. 

 

Let’s say we’re all issued 100 religious points we can help by dropping in one of all of 

their boxes, Imagine religions as just someone else’s view or belief. A religion therefore 

comes with the same options that could be afforded to a different activity where I meet 

those close to me at a bike rally, Ex: if I’m a Christian, I’m going to put 10% of my 

religious points into the churches  and  

 

I know Obama’s religion, he’s occultist like the rest of our leader’s practice, secret lives, 

we can make a religion for that too, to do your secret embarrassing things with other 

members, but you won’t be allowed to kill anyone anymore, we’ll have laws against that!  

 

 

Do not stay stupid by tv Find out what is real again and Stop watching all the drama’s or 

acting shows EXCEPT for 5-7hrs/week You’ll notice a waking of real happening’s Do 

not watch the NEWS Do not watch the NEWS They work only for the enemy ENEMIES 

Read all the news It starts to make a little sense The opposite is usually the most correct  

 

The way we all got ‘smarter’ was when we had to all come together to fight these native 

aliens AND then We were more then slaves We were human And they needed a new 

trick So they demonized them selves as devil lizards and Made outside Gods for us 

WHEN God is in ourselves and Once we connect to each other OUR God Bond is greater 

 

Like me Wyatt Earp was a capitalist But notice how his new order friends and funding 

eventually let him down You do ‘their’ work And they will always throw you away 

 

Basically here’s how the human brain works Before we were adjusted genetically All of 

the brains on earth had Feelings of good and bad And the one we played with and 

enjoyed the comnection too Was the favored feeling if your head That is why lions have 

to act so proud Because they know that they are just doing what they do and It’s all good 

But it’s also why the monkey won’t steel fruit from the ones who are watching them do it 

We ARE the same way now But it’s all the advanced AND remembered knowledge that 

we can do now That BREAKS apart of the constant connection to the GOOD feelings To 

just take in some of ALL of the enjoys presented by the centuries God IS in everything 

you do If it’s something that you are doing makes you feel ashamed It would us all 



You’re just lying to yourself about how accepting it is To those who praise GOOD Good 

is the God of good A prayer of evil is just a attempt at the good feeling that come from 

doing your addicted evil Same as the bee’s dancing to the others IN his love trance 

claiming the protection of his people Of a safer home he only buzzes when the energy of 

location hits his energy of love connected to his new find All location driver species as 

well It’s in the GOOD feel of the direction they should be going into and they have all 

their energy focused on it Unless it’s disturbed enough in their head Then they can’t 

Distracted like the rest of us If we only followed thru on Good feelings That’s enough  

 

There is so much more to learn in school then those BASICS Everybody seams to think 

are REAL important I love knowing them too That’s the key After studying after the fact 

And even taking courses to learn certain ideas And after telling the teacher I wasn’t 

taking test and doing any homework I was there Just to learn I love all the basics but once 

we rebuild the new world order to fit all of us I’d say let them work at what they love first 

AND make the subrequisites happen on their schedule in learning groups If there is a 

field that they’d like to go into THEN ONCE they’ve completed the “how to behave with 

everyone else in the world school” they can go into it and Make up basics in their own 

peer group like math and composition When all I really want to know is how to read a 

ruler and swing a hammer Which I did in the early stages of mid-hood while framing 

houses and poured concrete I’ve done everything Can do everything Didn’t limit myself 

to one School plan for me But I’m not a Dr. LET me tell you the truth about teachers and 

doctors They have learned and am presenting them selves to you as the knowledge there 

of WELL that knowledge was planted into our thinking for a reason It is the truth and 

EVERY SINGLE ONE OF YOU KNOWS THE OPPOSITE OF THE TRUTH the dr’s 

are lied to cause they are bought off and don’t really know how They are directed and 

The directors ARE THE BAD GUY’S So they who have learned from their books all 

spout the same BS like cancer isn’t caused that fluoride is good for you like you need to 

stay on these 8 medicines for the next 10 years BECAUSE the evil money has bought up 

all of the cheep fixes and Do you one worse CAUSE YOU TO GET ILL from everything 

The water The gmo’s The aspartame THOSE are what’s giving you cancer BILL GATES 

SPOCK OF THIS HE”S DOING IT NOW--TO US Everyone Except them  You are 

sucking cancer when you eat and drink from regular things REGULAR THINGS that 

NOT OUR GOVERNMENT But those who run it PUT in place for all Americans to be 

stupid and get diseases HOW STUPD DO YOU FEEL NOW Thank you Dr. But THEY 

were lied to themselves SAME thing goes to the loving teachers There is a better way 

And it’s NOT easy to see when you’re looking at TALL ALL knowing bureaucrats 

 

Of course I’m not insane But You’ll hear that in their news readings No need to act 

hastily new world order You don’t have everything set up yet Keep selling me as crazy 

 


